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Aording to the ASAS3 list of new variables (Pojmanski, 2003), ASAS 081933-2358.2(= TYC 6556 609 1 = CPD�23Æ3633 = CD�23Æ7130) is an RR-type variable with theperiod of 0.285668 days. However, this star deserves a more areful investigation beauseof the exeptionally large satter of its phased light urve. The lassi�ation of variablestars in the ASAS3 projet is good enough in general, but in some ases important detailsare lost. For example, a irumspet analysis of ASAS3 data led to the disovery of fournew double-mode Cepheids (Wils & Otero, 2004).The results of the frequeny analysis of ASAS3 observations of ASAS 081933-2358.2are presented in Fig. 1. It is found, that the satter of the light urve an be explained bythe superposition of two lose frequenies orresponding to the following light elements:JDmax = 2453440:665 + 0:d285665� E andJDmax = 2453015:749 + 0:d296111� E:The phased light urves are shown in Fig. 2. Folded urves of the deviations from themean light urve of the other osillation are plotted in the bottom panels.After prewhitening the data with the two main frequenies the residual spetrum (bot-tom panel in Fig. 1) indiates that the ombination frequeny (f1 + f2) also appears inthe spetrum. The existene of nonlinear interation between the osillations rules outthe possibility that two RR-type variables in the same line of sight (i.e., a blend) areobserved. Aording to the dupliity ag of the Tyho data no indiation of dupliity wasfound, whih also strengthens our solution.Closely spaed frequeny omponents of three RR stars in the globular luster M55were �rst disovered by Oleh et al. (1999). This type of variation (showing frequenydoublets in the Fourier spetrum) was lassi�ed as �1 variables by Alok et al., (2000)utilizing the disovery of 24 additional similar objets in the LMC. Based on the largefrequeny ratio of the omponents (larger than 0.9 in every ase) the most plausibleexplanation of the phenomenon is the exitation of a nonradial mode pulsation in theviinity of the radial mode frequeny.
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Up to now, no galati �eld RR stars showing similar behaviour has been disovered.This gives an unique opportunity, that by studying this relatively lose objet we ouldlearn muh more about this interesting type of stars.

Figure 1. The power spetra.
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Figure 2. ASAS 081933-2358.2. The phased light urves based on ASAS3 observations.
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